The name gives a sense of vibrant colors such as Sunrise & Tangerine combined with cooler Navy, Harbor & Sky Blue shades from the popular Spanish Coastal City.

This place in the sun gave rise to a versatile, nautically inspired group. White grounds or accents add freshness & crispness to mixtures of fine & bold striped knits with small checks and plaid wovens layered with luxurious lightweight cashmere sweaters or Pima sweatshirts for the cooler nights.
**Signature Royal Oxford Shirting**

- White 100
- Navy 400
- Yellow 700

**Quad Plaid Shirting**

- Harbor Blue 788

**Tri Color Gingham Shirting**

- Navy 400

**Tri Color Grid Shirting**

- Navy 400

**Mini Twill Check Shirting**

- Spread Collar 5-0345-255
- Harbor Blue 788

**Mini Gingham Check Shirting**

- Navy 400
- Harbor Blue 788
- Tangerine 829

**Cable Knit Vest**

- 85% Cotton 8% Silk 7% Cashmere

**Mercerized Cotton Sweater**

- 100% Cotton

**Solid Sweater Vest**

- 100% Pima Cotton

**Solid V-Neck Sweater**

- 100% Pima Cotton

**Cashmere Sweater**

- 100% Cashmere

**Striped Pullover**

- 100% Pima Interlock

**Crew Neck Pullover**

- 100% Pima Cotton
NANOTEX MICROFIBER PERFORMANCE SHORT (21")
100% POLYESTER

SIGNATURE FLAT FRONT BASIC SHORT (21”)
98% COTTON 2% LYCRA

SIGNATURE FLAT FRONT BASIC TROUSER (47”)
98% COTTON 2% LYCRA

MADRAS SHORT (21”)
100% COTTON

MINI CHECK SHORT (21”)
100% COTTON

BARRACUDA JACKET
100% POLYESTER

SIGNATURE SILK HABOTAI WINDSHIRT
100% SILK WITH PU COATING

WATER RESISTANT PACKABLE PULOVER
100% POLYESTER